GreenArrays, Inc. Explains its connection with Technology Properties Limited (TPL).

INCLINE VILLAGE, Nevada – 19 Jan 2010 – GreenArrays, Inc., the developer of low energy, multi-core computer chips and development tools, today announced that GreenArrays, Inc. does not now have, nor has it ever had, any connection with any part of the TPL Group.

GreenArrays, Inc. wishes to clarify that none of the GreenArrays corporate officers, employees or consultants are currently employed in any capacity by Technology Properties Limited (TPL) or by any of TPL’s business units, including IntellaSys.

On 15 January, 2009, the TPL group eliminated the positions of 18 employees, who had developed Chuck Moore’s SEAForth chips, from IntellaSys CEO Chet Brown on down. The TPL group websites continue to depict Chet Brown and YP Cheng as officers of IntellaSys, a false representation. Chuck Moore has never been employed by TPL, and he is shown as a TPL group officer. Chuck, Chet, and YP all requested the removal of their information from any TPL websites in August 2009. As of today, the TPL group websites remain unchanged.

GreenArrays, Inc. regrets any confusion caused by someone else’s representation of GreenArrays’ principals as employees of a non GreenArrays, Inc. company.

About GreenArrays

GreenArrays, Inc. is a privately held Nevada Corporation headquartered in Incline Village, NV. Founded in February 2009 by Charles H. Moore to further the development of multi-core computer chips, its mission is to use its unique, proven design tools and a simple, green architecture to develop and market fine granularity, low energy solutions to problems difficult to solve using conventional technology. The company has developed chips intended for production, and is also capable of contributing customized computing centers, where needed, in advanced wafer scale integrated systems.

For more information, visit www.greenarraychips.com.
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